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OXL Multimedia, a unit of OXL Films, is the governing and
headmost brand in the field of multimedia education. We make sure
that we make you eligible enough to launch your career
impressively. If the students look forward to grab up to speed ...

About Us
OXL Multimedia, a unit of OXL Films, is the governing and headmost brand in the field of multimedia
education. We make sure that we make you eligible enough to launch your career impressively. If the
students look forward to grab up to speed careers, OXL Multimedia has courses for all the aspirants.
Besides imparting crackerjack diplomas in Web Design, Graphic Design, 3D Animation, Acting and
Vfx; OXL augments your technical skills and proficiencies to all-together new level. If you are waiting
to join the IT industry, OXL offers once in a lifetime chance to change the professional ethics of your
life. Not only do we believe in augmenting your technical skills and proficiencies but also do we offer
you real-time industry projects to make you more skilled in the field. Educative projects, seminars and
informative workshops are a regular part of OXL’s work regime. Also, do we assist our students with
varied projects and jobs.
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/oxl-school-multimedia-jalandhar/aboutus.html

Products & Services

OTHER SERVICES

Graphic Designe

3D Design Services

Advance CG Professional
Diploma Courses

Advanced Diploma In Web
Designing and Development
Courses

Products & Services

OTHER PRODUCTS:

Advance Diploma In Digital
Film Making Courses

Professional Diploma In Apple
Final Cut Studio Courses

Professional Diploma In
Compositing and Editing
Courses

Specialisation Series Courses

Factsheet
Nature of Business

:School / College / Coaching / Tuition / Hobby Classes

CONTACT US
Oxl School Of Multimedia
Contact Person: Manager
Level 4, Pam Rose World Trade Centre, Near Railway Crossing, Bus Stand
Jalandhar - 144001, Punjab, India
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